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Where did you go yesterday in spanish

If you want to learn Spanish words that are useful, even for beginners, a good place to start is with the numbers. Here is a guide to the top 10 Spanish numbers, including their pronunciations and etymologies. As in English, Spanish numbers are used before the nouns to which they refer. They can also be used, would be when answering a question about
how many of something you want to buy. The pronunciations given here are approximate, but they're close enough to make you understood. Most of the sounds of Spanish consonants are somewhat softer than those in English, and the vocal sounds are more distinct. See our pronunciation guide for details. To say one, say uno (OO-no, like the name of the
card game, rhymes with Juno). To say two, say dos (as a dose of medicine). To say three, say tres (such as tress, except that r is pronounced with a flap of the tongue against the roof of the mouth). To say four, say cuatro (KWAH-tro, but again r has a distinctive sound that is unlike English). To say five, say cinco (SINK-oh). To say six, say seis (SAYS,
rhymes with traces). To say seven, say siette (about SYET-tay with the first sylaba rhymes with Russian nyet). To say eight, say ocho (OH-cho, rhymes with coach-oh). To say nine, say nueve (approximately NWEHV-eh, with the first syllabe rhymes with Bev). To say ten, say dicez (colorates, rhymes with yes). Unlike other numbers, uno, often translated as a
or an, has sex, which means that its shape varies depending on what is counted. In Spanish, the default for words, which is the one listed in dictionaries, is masculine, so uno is used when referring to a masculine noun, while one is used for feminine nouns. Also, uno is shortened to one when it comes immediately before the noun. These sentences show the
forms of uno: Quiero un libro. (I want a book. Libro is masculine.) Quiero uno. (I want one, referring to a book.) Quiero una manzana. (I want an apple. Manzana is feminine.) Quiero una. (I want one, referring to an apple.) You might notice that most of the numbers are similar to their English equivalents. One and uno both have n sounds, for example, and
two and dos both have vocal sounds written as one. This is because both English and Spanish are ultimately derived from proto-Indo-European (PIE), a long-extinct language that was spoken in Central Europe 5,000 years ago or several years ago. There are no written documents left from this language, although etymologists have reconstructed much of the
vocabulary and grammar of the language based on what is known about the history of existing European languages. After you can see, the Spanish versions of these numbers came through one of the Indo-European derivatives with the Germanic language family that includes English. Being aware of similarly derived English words can help you remember
Spanish ones. (There are no universally accepted spellings for PIE words; those given here are often often Uno comes from unus Latin from which the English language also received uni-words, would be unison and unitary. The PIE form was hoi-no. Dos comes from Latin duos, a form of duo and pie duwo. Related English words include duo, duet, and
duplex. Tres is unchanged from Latin; the word PIE was three. These are the source of the tri-prefix used in words such as tricycle and third. Cuatro comes from the Latin quattro, from where we take the English word quarter. They all come from the pyetwer pie. Both numbers for four and five got f sound in Germanic languages for reasons that are not
entirely clear. Cinco comes from Latin quinque and pie penkwe. Among the related English words are cinquain and pentagon. Seis comes from the Latin sex and PIE s (w) eks. The hex-variation is used in English words, would be hexagon. Siete comes from the Latin septum and pie septm. Origins can be seen in English words, would be septet and
September. Ocho comes from Latin octo and pie osytō. The associated English words include byte and octagon. Nueve comes from Latin novem and pie newn. English has few related words, although a nonagon is a nine-sided pentagon. Dicez comes from the Latin dedem and PIE déḱm̥t. English has dozens of related words, including decimation, decimal
and decathlon. Question: Where should I learn Spanish in Spain? Answer: Many people come to Spain to learn Spanish. Although Spanish you will learn in Spain is different from Spanish in South America, if you learn Spanish in Spain, you will be understood in any Spanish-speaking country you visit. See also: If you come to Spain to learn Spanish, the
more you spend in the country the better. Although a two-week course will give you a better grounding than you could get in months of going to evening classes at home, staying for three to six months is the best way to get a good understanding of the language. So you need to choose your city wisely. The most popular cities to learn Spanish in are Madrid,
Barcelona, Seville, Malaga and Salamanca. One of the key things to finding out is: Does the region you visit speak Spanish as a first language? There are a number of regions where this is not the case: Catalonia's exact figures are hard to find, but about half of those living in Barcelona in Catalonia prefer to speak Catalan over (Castilian) Spanish. The
proportion is even higher outside the city. Valencia Some Valencians speak Valencian, a dialect of Catalans (although some dispute their dialect status). He is no less militant to promote their language than there is in Catalonia.The Basque Country Region known as the Basque Country, which includes the autonomous community called the Basque Country,
as well as northern Navarre, speaks Basque, albeit to a greater extent than Catalans speak Catalan. Galicia Locals in Galicia speak, which is closer to Portuguese than Spanish. Most people also speak Spanish, but they prefer especially outside cities. Read more about Languages spoken in Spain.Once you've checked Spanish it's the first language in the
chosen region, it's time to think about it's the accent. Accents in Spain vary wildly and some are easier to understand than others. What is the point in learning Spanish in Spain if you can't eavesdrop on conversations on the street to improve your listening skills? Some points to consider:Andalusia and Extremadura Many people speak with a difficult accent,
dropping the letter, especially the letter s. This will be a good practice to visit parts of Latin America, but keep in mind that not all difficult accents are difficult in the same ways! Galicia not only speak a different language in Galicia, but their accent in Castilian Spanish is too heavy. The clearest Spanish accents can be found in Madrid, Salamanca, Burgos and
Valladolid.The next thing to think about is the cost of living the South is the cheapest, the Basque Country is the most expensive. Barcelona and Madrid, like the two largest cities, tend to be more expensive than other areas. The smaller towns of Salamanca and Valladolid are cheap, but there is less to do in these places. Which brings us to the final question:
what is to be done in each city? Spending three or six months in a city is different from a quick visit. You'll probably care less about the sights and more about the lifestyle in general. Is there a culture of nightlife? You will get contact with other strangers (do you even want contact with strangers?). These are some of the questions you need to ask yourself. The
three most interesting cities in Spain for a foreigner are Madrid, Seville and Barcelona.100 things to do in Madrid100 Things to do in Barcelona50 Things to do in Seville learning Spanish in a city in Spain So where do you recommend to learn Spanish in Spain? Taking all these considerations into account, my first choice would be Madrid. (I'd like to know
then what I know now - I learned my Spanish in Seville). It has a clear accent, no regional languages to content with and a lot to do. With so many people, including strangers, you could just as easily hide from contact with people in your country that you could seek it out. The only downside is that it is a little more expensive than some parts of Spain. If you
have strict budget considerations, Salamanca is an excellent option. Read more about that city in Spain to learn Spanish Inch Learning Spanish in several cities in Spain Why not choose more than one city to learn in. It's a good way to experience different accents as well as to see more of Spain! Your combinations are limitless, but I would suggest the
following for a stay of six to 12 weeks: First trimester in Salamanca is cheap, has a good accent and there are a lot of schools. Get your head down and learn the basics here before you move on. See more about a language school in Salamanca Half of Madrid Madrid is the most city and still has a great emphasis on learning the good Spanish. It's a little
more expensive than other cities, but you'll be saving money in Salamanca and Seville to pay for the time here. Read more on a language school in Madrid.Last quarter in Seville Finish in Seville, which has a hard accent to get your head around. It's also an interesting city with plenty to do. More: Seville's language school Although you could shop around for
schools in each of these cities, the easiest way to learn Spanish in several cities in Spain is to go through a school that has several branches. Don Quixote schools have branches in Madrid, Salamanca and Seville, as well as in nine other locations in Spain. International House has branches in Seville and Madrid, but not Salamanca. With International House,
swap Salamanca for Valencia. Thank you for letting us know! Know!
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